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This paper is a progress report on a research path I first outlined in my contribution to 
“Words in Context: A Tribute to John Sinclair on his Retirement” (Heffer and Sauntson, 
2000). Therefore, I first summarize that paper here, in order to provide the relevant 
background. The second half of the current paper consists of some further manual analyses, 
exploring various parameters and procedures that might assist in the design of an 
automated computational process for the identification of lexical sets. The automation  
itself is beyond the scope of the current paper. 
 
1.1 Collocation theory 
 
J.R. Firth first suggested the idea of collocation. He posited a type of meaning that was 
quite distinct from the cognitive and semantic, grammar-oriented and paradigmatic notions 
of meaning (1957:196): “Meaning by collocation is an abstraction at the syntagmatic level 
and is not directly concerned with the conceptual or idea approach to the meaning of 
words. One of the meanings of night is its collocability with dark…” 
 
This new category of meaning was concerned with lexical co-occurrences in texts. Firth’s 
examples further suggested that specific collocations might be associated with specific 
registers, genres, authors, or texts: in the colloquial English of his time, he observed that a 
limited range of adjectives were used in the sentence “You silly ass!” (e.g. silly, obstinate, 
stupid, awful; and young but not old), and that the plural form asses rarely occurred; in the 
initial lines of the limericks of Edward Lear (such as There was an Old Man of…), he 
noticed several collocations: always old man, never young man; always young lady, never 
old lady. Both young person and old person occurred, but never boy or young woman, and 
no plural forms (men, women, ladies, persons/people). 
 
Firth implied a quantitative basis for collocation, which depended on the frequency of co-
occurrence: he gave actual numbers of occurrences (for the words in Lear’s limericks), and 
used expressions like habitual, commonest, frequently, not very common, general, usual, 
and more restricted. 
 
Halliday asserted the need to measure the distance between collocating items 
(1966:152): “some measure of significant proximity, either a scale or at least a cut-off 
point”; and the need to use probabilistic methods, involving corpus data, quantitative 
analysis, and statistics (1966:159): “The occurrence of an item in a collocational 
environment can only be discussed in terms of probability.” He also raised the issue 
of using collocation to identify lexical sets (1966:156): “the similarity of their 
collocational restriction … enables us to consider grouping lexical items into lexical 
sets”. Later (Halliday and Hasan, 1976), he incorporated collocation as a second 
principle (after reiteration in its various forms) of cohesion in language. 
 
Sinclair devised computational methods for examining collocation in a corpus, and 
introduced the parameter of position (Sinclair, Jones, Daley, 1970:8): “Collocations of 
very frequent words are positionally restricted… Collocation which is positionally 
free… will commonly be an indication of lexical patterning.” Sinclair also addressed 
the issue of lexical sets (1970:21): “One of the original objectives of the project was 
the arrangement of lexical items into sets determined by their collocational patterns… 
A procedure for grouping words according to the strength of the association between 
them has in fact been developed … but there is insufficient data to attempt clustering 
on a large scale… An attempt to form lexical sets should be the major task of any 
further research project with the capacity to deal with at least a million text words, 
and produce collocational data about several hundred fully lexical items.” 
 
1.2 Corpus linguistics 
 
The beginnings of corpus linguistics are roughly contemporaneous with the emergence of 
Firth’s collocation theory. The technological developments in computing enabled more 
empirical undertakings in linguistics, which soon justified the enterprise by showing the 
inadequacies of using intuition alone. Certainly, as regards the English language, its 
globalisation and accelerated rate of change in recent times (partly due to computational 
advances such as the Internet) means that the intuitions of any individual or group are 
incapable of keeping pace. 
 
Hunston and Francis (2000:14) suggest that “corpus linguistics … prioritises a method, or 
group of methods, and a kind of data rather than a theory”. This may be an inherent feature 
of any “bottom-up” approach: discoveries come first, theory later (unlike “top-down” 
approaches, where theory dictates research, and theory is reluctantly amended as 
experimental results impinge). Nevertheless, the primacy of “a method, or group of 
methods” in corpus linguistics suggests that progress in methodology is crucial.  
 
The current methodology can be summarized in four processes; pattern recognition 
(to identify the objects of study, i.e. words); frequency of occurrence (to establish a 
hierarchy of importance); concordances (to observe the behaviour of the words); and 
collocational tools (to confirm collocation as an organizational principle of language). 
 
1.3 Collocation software 
 
Collocation software should ideally allow us to identify co-occurrences; to specify and 
adjust the span or window (collocational distance); to calculate frequencies and 
collocational significance; to access positional information for collocates; to separate 
grammar words and lexical words; and to analyse distribution across corpus texts, in order 
to see if collocates are restricted in any way (e.g. by author, mode, vintage, genre, variety, 
or domain). 
 
At Cobuild, initial manual inspection of concordance printouts gave way first to online 
concordancing, and then to collocational software (Sinclair 1987a). The “collocate” 
program provided collocate lists, but was slow to run, statistically coarse-grained (note that 
the top 14 collocates share the same significance value in Figure 1), and lacked positional 
information. 
 
Figure 1 : output of  “collocate” program for the word zone 
 
combat                   317   0.016       3  0.00001 
drop                    1139   0.056       7  0.00001 
erogenous                  8   0.000       3  0.00001 
erotic                   166   0.008       3  0.00001 
free-fire                  3   0.000       3  0.00001 
genitals                 102   0.005       3  0.00001 
landing                  438   0.022       5  0.00001 
n                        620   0.031       3  0.00001 
nuclear-free               6   0.000       3  0.00001 
of                    535391  26.341      33  0.00001 
stability                278   0.014       3  0.00001 
ste                       37   0.002       3  0.00001 
war                     5984   0.294      10  0.00001 
zone                     200   0.010     123  0.00001 
a                     419798  20.654      52  0.00007 
the                  1081654  53.217     108  0.00007 
dry                     1596   0.079       3  0.00008 
army                    1903   0.094       3  0.00013 
miles                   2450   0.0121      3  0.00027 
in                    334183  16.442      29  0.00090 
outside                 4541   0.223       3  0.00157 
within                  5213   0.256       3  0.00232 
where                  18898   0.930       5  0.00269 
british                 6129   0.302       3  0.00365 
between                13020   0.641       4  0.00423 
such                   16655   0.819       4  0.00984 
around                  9011   0.443       3  0.01045 
 
Key:  
Column 1:  collocate list 
Column 2:  frequency of the collocate in the corpus 
Column 3:  expected co-occurrence frequency (based on the “null hypothesis”, i.e. the 
collocate is evenly distributed throughout the corpus) 
Column 4:  actual co-occurrence frequency 
Column 5:  measure of the significance of co-occurrence 
 
The “picture” program (see Figure 2) developed at Cobuild in 1991 added positional 
information, and allowed users to vary the span from 3 to 6 words and to instantly see the 
concordances containing each collocate and subcorpus distributions for these 
concordances. It offered outputs based on raw frequency and two statistical measures: MI-
score and t-score. Unfortunately, precise figures are only visible for one collocate at a time. 
Lemmatization and the facility to see part-of-speech tags instead of lexis (for grammatical 
collocations) were designed but not incorporated.  
 
1.4 Recent collocation research 
 
Research into collocation has included the description of collocation frames (Sinclair, 
1991); the comparison of various statistical measures (Church and Hanks, 1991; Clear, 
1993) and their linguistic evaluation (Stubbs, 1995); and the use of collocation in pedagogy 
(Partington, 1998). The latest research has been discussed at two recent conference 
workshops (ATALA, Paris, January 2001; and ACL, Toulouse, July 2001). 
 
My own research (1997, 2000) has included experiments with extended collocation spans 
(up to 9 words away from the node), genre comparisons, and comparisons between lemma 
forms. Two other papers have involved collocation tools: one (1995) compared a poem and 
a general language corpus, and produced the interesting finding that the poet used green 
with shadow instead of the more usual shade, thereby subverting both the linguistic and 
emotional expectations of the reader; the other (1996) showed that the collocate lists for 
ethnic, racial and tribal indicated clear connotative and evaluative differences which were 
poorly reflected in dictionaries.  
 
1.5 The current research path 
 
Up to now, corpus collocation software has been used mainly to provide enhanced 
descriptions of individual words, or to distinguish similar words from each other, or to 
reveal collocational differences in different texts or genres. My suggestion is that 
collocation software can now be used to investigate the whole lexicon, as previous 
technical constraints (limitations on computer disk space and random access memory) no 
longer apply. We should identify words with similar collocational profiles, investigate the 
relationships between the words, and try to group the words into lexical sets. 
 
I started by using the “British informal transcribed talk” subcorpus of 20 million words 
from the Bank of English corpus, for two main reasons: running the “picture” program on 
the whole corpus of 418 million words is too time-consuming; and, as Partington says 
(1998:20): “If the raison d’ être of the idiom-collocation principle is to save processing 
time and effort, then it would tend to be most typical of on-line spontaneous discourses, 
that is to say, conversation”.  
 
1.6 Initial example: sad and happy 
 
I first looked at two items with clear semantic relations based on intuition: the opposites 
sad and happy. The aim of this study was to see whether items related semantically by 
intuition have similar collocational profiles in a corpus. These profiles are ordered by raw 
frequency. Underlining and bold type highlight the main items referred to in the subsequent 
discussion.  
 
Figure 2: collocational “picture” of sad: 851 matching lines 
 
it         s          very       NODE       that       i          it 
s          it         s          NODE       and        it         i 
that       a          so         NODE       to         t          s 
i          was        a          NODE       but        that       the 
is         is         really     NODE       really     and        you 
was        that       the        NODE       thing      is         that 
which      i          is         NODE       isn        the        and 
a          t          bit        NODE       because    mm         is 
you        very       was        NODE       about      you        was 
think      re         rather     NODE       i          er         er 
yeah       be         how        NODE       for        of         a 
and        the        quite      NODE       story      but        but 
er         and        be         NODE       you        say        t 
isn        you        it         NODE       in         a          yeah 
really     feel       and        NODE       it         they       think 
mm         yeah       you        NODE       when       know       way 
but        m          feel       NODE       day        erm       because 
be         of         terribly   NODE       if         s          we 
they       sad        re         NODE       yeah       in         mean 
he         which      of         NODE       though     for        he 
what       they       that       NODE       erm        we         sad 
well       just       not        NODE       cos        yeah       in 
oh         really     just       NODE       what       to         to 
 Figure 3: collocational “picture” of happy: 2973 matching lines 
 
i          i          quite      NODE       with       that       i 
you        m          very       NODE       to         the        to 
they       re         be         NODE       about      it         you 
and        you        re         NODE       and        i          and 
we         was        a          NODE       for        you        that 
he         are        not        NODE       birthday   to         it 
she        were       you        NODE       at         and        the 
m          be         m          NODE       new        year       s 
d          t          was        NODE       that       do         mm 
are        not        t          NODE       in         what       yeah 
was        s          s          NODE       i          mm         a 
re         they       really     NODE       but        yeah       we 
to         a          were       NODE       there      they       was 
it         d          are        NODE       if         a          in 
would      we         and        NODE       as         your       er 
if         he         so         NODE       or         this       but 
s          to         too        NODE       you        go         know 
wasn       been       feel       NODE       doing      er         with 
that       and        little     NODE       fear       but        oh 
t          wasn       been       NODE       because    be         he 
so         she        mostly     NODE       now        all        way 
wash       would      perfectly  NODE       life       yes        yes 
ve         is         as         NODE       they       s          of 
 
Note that happy (2973 occurrences) is over three times as frequent as sad (851). In the 
first screenful of data, we have 7 columns of 23 cells, i.e. 138 cells for comparison 
(ignoring the NODE cells), with the 23rd row providing an arbitrary cut-off point. 
 
The inadequacy of intuition-based selection is immediately obvious: sad and happy 
have a basic difference in their usage: sad is frequently used as a predicative adjective 
with it an impersonal subject (e.g. It’s very sad that and It was so sad to hear), but 
happy is not (it does occur, but the concordance lines are it makes them happy, If it 
keeps you happy, it was a happy atmosphere, it's a happy place, etc). Both sad and 
happy are used with personal subject pronouns such as I and you (but not so much 
with object pronouns such as him, her and them), but another major asymmetry is the 
fact that not and happy co-occur much more frequently than not and sad. 
 
A column by column manual comparison from the current output is easier if rank is 
considered, rather than the collocational frequencies or significance scores. The 
positions n-1 and n+1 are likely to be the most significant, as collocational strength 
decreases with distance from the node. 
 
Figure 4: collocates of sad and happy in position n-1 
 
RANK sad collocates  
in position n-1 
RANK happy collocates  
in position n-1 
1 very 1 quite 
2 s 2 very 
3 so 3 be 
4 a 4 re 
5 really 5 a 
6 the 6 not 
7 is 7 you 
8 bit 8 m 
9 was 9 was 
10 rather 10 t 
11 how 11 s 
12 quite 12 really 
13 be 13 were 
14 it 14 are 
15 and 15 and 
16 you 16 so 
17 feel 17 too 
18 terribly 18 feel 
19 re 19 little 
20 of 20 been 
21 that 21 mostly 
22 not 22 perfectly 
23 just 23 as 
 
Both sad and happy are gradable adjectives, so very is understandably prominent in 
both lists (1st and 2nd respectively); but quite (12th and 1st) and really (5th and 12th) 
are in an inverse relationship; and rather and terribly occur only with sad, while 
mostly and perfectly only with happy. Of the collocating verbs, was (9th for both) and 
feel (17th and 18th) are evenly distributed, but be is 13th with sad and 3rd with happy 
(NB contracted forms like don’t and possessive forms like cat’s are treated as two 
separate words by the Cobuild “lookup” software, and account for most occurrences 
of s, re, m, and t in this table and isn, d, ve, etc in others). 
 
A similar superficial comparison of column n+1 for sad and happy shows little 
variation in and (2nd and 4th), to (3rd and 2nd), and in (14th and 10th). Greater 
variations are evident in that (1st and 9th), but (4th and 12th), about (9th and 3rd), 
and because (8th and 20th), i.e. sad that, sad but, and sad because are more common 
than happy that, happy but, and happy because; but happy about is more common 
than sad about. Some items, e.g. with, at, birthday and new (presumably in the 
formulae Happy Birthday and Happy New Year) only appear in the list for happy, i.e. 
happy with and happy at are more common than sad with and sad at. Conversely, 
thing, story, when and day only occur in the list for sad, i.e. sad thing, sad story, sad 
when, and sad day are more common than happy thing, happy story, happy when, and 
happy day.  
 
One caution: there are often disruptions and disjunctions in speech, which are not 
signalled in the “picture” profiles, so intuition-based assumptions about the 
relationships between adjacent items may be wrong. Only manual inspection of the 




2.1 Research goals and methods 
 
In Debrecen, I presented a more detailed statement of my research goals and methods. 
After confirming that I will use the “British informal transcribed speech” subcorpus of 
20 million words from the Bank of English, for reasons stated earlier (see 1.5), I said 
that the initial study should include some words selected by intuition with known 
semantic relations (e.g. synonyms, antonyms, etc). The study of sad and happy 
investigated intuitionally selected antonymic adjectives. Further words should be 
selected from different word classes. Finally, some words should be selected that do 
not have any intuitively perceptible semantic relations, for example words that have a 
similar frequency in the corpus, to check whether they too can have similar 
collocational profiles or not. 
 
2.2 Manual procedures 
 
Until the procedures are more rigorously established, I will continue to use manual 
methods for comparing collocational profiles; identifying similarities and differences; 
establishing principles for categorising similarities and differences; establishing cut-
off points for frequency (or significance score) and the degree of permissible 
variation; and identifying lexical relations and the basis for their identification. 
 
2.3 Automation of procedures 
 
This will form the next stage of research (beyond this paper) and will involve: finding 
a suitable algorithm for measuring similarity; creating a program to process words 
directly from the subcorpus frequency list, and automatically group them into lexical 
sets; running the program on other subcorpora, to check for any genre/text-type 
variations; and running the program on the whole corpus, once the program is 
efficient enough. 
 
3. Further manual analyses 
 
3.1 likely and unlikely 
 
The paper on likely and unlikely given by Péter Pelyvás in Debrecen stimulated me to 
take this pair for my next analysis. Although they are also gradable adjectives, like 
sad and happy, they are morphologically related, unlike sad and happy. However, 
there is an even more substantial difference in corpus frequency here: likely is much 
more frequent (likely has 1026 occurrences, unlikely has 158, a ratio of 6.5:1; cf. 
happy has 2973 and sad has 851, a ratio of 3.5:1). 
 
Figure 5: collocational “picture” of likely: 1026 matching lines 
 
it         s          more       NODE       to         be         a 
you        re         s          NODE       that       get        the 
that       it         are        NODE       you        have       to 
they       are        is         NODE       it         the        in 
the        is         re         NODE       i          to        that 
s          you        very       NODE       they       go         er 
is         that       most       NODE       the        happen     it 
think      be         less       NODE       on         do         and 
i          the        not        NODE       is         come       you 
and        much       quite      NODE       be         you        up 
would      they       be         NODE       as         it         erm 
of         more       the        NODE       for        take      more 
erm        we         was        NODE       do         is         be 
are        there      than       NODE       would      i         them 
people     and        you        NODE       than       that       i 
re         what       it         NODE       then       use        on 
what       who        how        NODE       erm        see        an 
to         would      as         NODE       er         and       will 
which      was        that       NODE       yeah       are        of 
d          have       highly     NODE       not        they       is 
be         not        been       NODE       but        say        s 
who        which      were       NODE       get        of        some 
or         this       t          NODE       yes        we       would 
 
Figure 6: collocational “picture” of unlikely: 158 matching lines 
 
it         it         s          NODE       to         be       would 
that       s          very       NODE       that       there     that 
but        is         is         NODE       event      we         ll 
s          that       highly     NODE       but        the        the 
think      in         re         NODE       you        they       of 
is         you        the        NODE       they       i          you 
you        was        most       NODE       for        get        a 
so         we         was        NODE       the        happen     re 
er         think      be         NODE       he         of         it 
to         the        an         NODE       unless     you        s 
the        these      extremely  NODE       accidents  do         but 
all        are        really     NODE       and        yeah     there 
they       very       not        NODE       with       it         be 
a          i          so         NODE       in         that       to 
t          me         more       NODE       is         d          and 
i          matter     how        NODE       what       re        have 
which      seems      seems      NODE       people     s          for 
mean       d          probably   NODE       if         t         will 
cent       re         looks      NODE       a          so         i 
erm        er         of         NODE       we         would    going 
be         no         it         NODE       well       go         get 
and        be         are        NODE       i          any        any 
at         to         some       NODE       there      big industrial 
 
The left-hand profile shows that both likely and unlikely share frequent usage in 
impersonal it-clauses: it was more likely to be the other way round, it's likely that a 
deal would have to be done; it's very unlikely to be sufficient, it's highly unlikely that 
there'll be any new players. 
The usage with not is more frequent with likely, but not greatly so. 
 
The right-hand profile indicates that both likely and unlikely are followed by to-infinitives 
and that-clauses. Likely is used more in comparisons (as, than), and unlikely is used more 
as an attributive adjective (event, accidents, people). 
 
More detailed comparisons of the collocates in positions n-1 and n+1 follow. 
 
Figure 7: collocates of likely and unlikely in position n-1 
 
RANK likely collocates  
in position n-1 
RANK unlikely collocates  
in position n-1 
1 more 1 s 
2 s 2 very 
3 are 3 is 
4 is 4 highly 
5 re 5 re 
6 very 6 the 
7 most 7 most 
8 less 8 was 
9 not 9 be 
10 quite 10 an 
11 be 11 extremely 
12 the 12 really 
13 was 13 not 
14 than 14 so 
15 you 15 more 
16 it 16 how 
17 how 17 seems 
18 as 18 probably 
19 that 19 looks 
20 highly 20 of 
21 been 21 it 
22 were 22 are 
23 t 23 some 
 
Six collocates are almost exactly the same in rank: re (5 and 5), most (7 and 7), s (2 
and 1), is (4 and 3), be (11 and 9), how (17 and 16), but note that four of these are 
forms of the verb be (re, is, be, s). 
 
Four collocates rank higher in the list for likely: more (1 and 15), are (3 and 22), not 
(9 and 13), it (16 and 21). Four rank higher in the list for unlikely: highly (20 and 4), 
the (12 and 6), very (6 and 2), was (13 and 8). 
 
Nine items occur only with likely: less (8), quite (10), than (14), you (15), as (18), that 
(19), been (21), were (22), t (23). Nine occur only with unlikely: an (10), extremely 
(11), really (12), so (14), seems (17), probably (18), looks (19), of (20), some (23). 
 
Figure 8: collocates of likely and unlikely in position n+1 
 
RANK likely collocates  
in position n+1 
RANK unlikely collocates  
in position n+1 
1 to 1 to 
2 that 2 that 
3 you 3 event 
4 it 4 but 
5 i 5 you 
6 they 6 they 
7 the 7 for 
8 on 8 the 
9 is 9 he 
10 be 10 unless 
11 as 11 accidents 
12 for 12 and 
13 do 13 with 
14 would 14 in 
15 than 15 is 
16 then 16 what 
17 erm 17 people 
18 er 18 if 
19 yeah 19 a 
20 not 20 we 
21 but 21 well 
22 get 22 i 
23 yes 23 there 
 
5 items are almost identical in rank: to (1 and 1), that (2 and 2), they (6 and 6), the (7 
and 8), you (3 and 5). 2 are higher in rank with likely: i (5 and 22), is (9 and 15); and 2 
are higher with unlikely: but (21 and 4), for (12 and 7).  
14 collocates are not shared. Occurring only with likely are: it (4), on (8), be (10), as 
(11), do (13), would (14), than (15), then (16), erm (17), er (18), yeah (19), not (20), 
get (22), yes (23). Occurring only with unlikely are: event (3), he (9), unless (10), 
accidents (11), and (12), with (13), in (14), what (16), people (17), if (18), a (19), we 
(20), well (21), there (23). 
 
3.2 anger and love 
 
Zoltán Kövecses’s paper in Debrecen looked at various “emotion” words, and this 
prompted me to look at anger and love. These are nouns, so we are now considering a 
new word-class (the Cobuild corpus software can select words by word-class, so only 
the noun occurrences of anger and love were selected). Both words are also members 
of an intuitive semantic lexical set, obviously not synonyms, but not exactly antonyms 
(in the sense of opposites) either. We could say they are hyponyms of emotion, or 
more precisely perhaps taxonomic sisters. Yet again, there is another gross inequality 
in the corpus frequency of the pair (anger 136 and love 1614, ratio 1:11.5). Note that 
only the singular forms were considered (the plural forms are very rare: one example 
of angers, 6 of loves as plural nouns). 
 
Figure 9: collocational “picture” of anger: 136 matching lines 
 
a          lot        the        NODE       and        the        and 
it         and        of         NODE       i          it         i 
i          of         your       NODE       is         i          you 
to         understand and        NODE       that       you        er 
the        s          in         NODE       or         mean       it 
of         feel       their      NODE       but        er         is 
that       degree     with       NODE       so         people     s 
rid        grief      this       NODE       against    at       think 
er         to         s          NODE       the        they       the 
in         the        that       NODE       at         that       at 
is         with       my         NODE       which    frustration have 
their      in         is         NODE       of         of        they 
feel       but        or         NODE       in         all        out 
will       very       some       NODE       it         a          we 
can        there      no         NODE       has        for       that 
t          yes        be         NODE       you        but      there 
because    used       to         NODE       out        my       event 
know       sort       what       NODE       we        think  domestic 
be         obviously  our        NODE       come       was       yeah 
and        deflect    own        NODE       me         after     with 
people     no         they       NODE       within     nothing    in 
this       be         not        NODE       management anything   now 
you        all        would      NODE       comes      and        are 
 
Figure 10: collocational “picture” of love: 1614 matching lines 
 
the        you        in         NODE       and        you        you 
i          all        of         NODE       with       the        and 
s          s          right      NODE       of         i          i 
a          a          the        NODE       is         and        the 
and        and        a          NODE       please     s          s 
you        the        his        NODE       thank      that       it 
to         of         that       NODE       i          it         a 
of         fell       bye        NODE       to         a         that 
it         it         with       NODE       it         him        to 
that       fall       and        NODE       from       bye        is 
right      is         s          NODE       that       yeah       he 
is         love       are        NODE       for        erm       love 
there      m          for        NODE       but        love      yeah 
t          to         make       NODE       you        er        know 
he         lots       making     NODE       affair     we         t 
love       ta         is         NODE       in         all        don 
one        that       ra         NODE       the        to         of 
they       was        sorry      NODE       so         in       right 
for        lot        about      NODE       yeah       is         but 
two        er         hiya       NODE       or         thank      we 
do         be         one        NODE       thanks     no         his 
was        with       okay       NODE       if         jesus    thank 
in         for        no         NODE       your       her        bye 
 
The frequent self-collocation of love (16 in column n-3, 12 in n-2, 13 in n+2, 12 in 
n+3) is evident. Unfortunately, the Cobuild word-class tagger obviously and 
understandably found it very difficult to cope with the disjointed spoken data, and a 
few of the occurrences selected are not nouns after all: I love the I <ZF1> love 
<ZF0> love Leicester you know … anecdote about the dog er the Love me love my 
poodle?… Well <ZF1> love love <ZF0> love to MX. … liked travelling <ZF1> love 
<ZF0> love travelling. (The codes <ZF1> … <ZF0> enclose repetitions in the data; 
in ordinary speech, we often repeat words). 
 
Figure 11: collocates of anger and love in position n-1 
 
RANK anger collocates  
in position n-1 
RANK love collocates  
in position n-1 
1 the 1 in 
2 of 2 of 
3 your 3 right 
4 and 4 the 
5 in 5 a 
6 their 6 his 
7 with 7 that 
8 this 8 bye 
9 s 9 with 
10 that 10 and 
11 my 11 s 
12 is 12 are 
13 or 13 for 
14 some 14 make 
15 no 15 making 
16 be 16 is 
17 to 17 ra 
18 what 18 sorry 
19 our 19 about 
20 own 20 hiya 
21 they 21 one 
22 not 22 okay 
23 would 23 no 
 
The general left-hand profile features are: both lots (15 in n-2) and lot (19 in n-2) 
occur with love, but only lot (1 in n-2) with anger; possessive pronouns are more 
prominent with anger (your 3 in n-1, their 6 in n-1, my 11 in n-1, our 19 in n-1) than 
with love (his 6 in n-1); love occurs often in the phrases fall in love (fell 8 and fall 10 
in n-2) and make love (make 14 and making 15 in n-1); love also frequently occurs as 
a term of affectionate address, after right, bye, sorry, hiya, and okay. Oddly, feel is 
absent in the left-hand profile for love, whereas it occurs in n-2 for anger, along with 
other verbs: understand, deflect. 
 
In position n-1, only one collocate is equal in rank: of (2 and 2). Six shared collocates 
are higher in rank with anger: the (1 and 4), and (4 and 10), with (7 and 9), s (9 and 
11), is (12 and 16), no (15 and 23). Only two are higher in rank with love: in (5 and 
1), that (10 and 7). 14 collocates are not shared. Occurring only with anger: your (3), 
their (6), this (8), my (11), or (13), some (14), be (16), to (17), what (18), our (19), 
own (20), they (21), not (22), would (23). Occurring only with love: right (3), a (5), 
his (6), bye (8), are (12), for (13), make (14), making (15), ra (17), sorry (18), about 
(19), hiya (20), one (21), okay (22). 
 
Figure 12: collocates of anger and love in position n+1 
 
RANK anger collocates  
in position n+1 
RANK love collocates  
in position n+1 
1 and 1 and 
2 i 2 with 
3 is 3 of 
4 that 4 is 
5 or 5 please 
6 but 6 thank 
7 so 7 I 
8 against 8 to 
9 the 9 it 
10 at 10 from 
11 which 11 that 
12 of 12 for 
13 in 13 but 
14 it 14 you 
15 has 15 affair 
16 you 16 in 
17 out 17 the 
18 we 18 so 
19 come 19 yeah 
20 me 20 or 
21 within 21 thanks 
22 management 22 if 
23 comes 23 your 
 
The right-hand profile shows that neither anger nor love seem to form many 
compounds with other nouns (management 22 in n+1 for anger; affair 15 in n+1 for 
love). Both are followed by and and is, by that-clauses (that is 4 in n+1 for anger, 11 
in n+1 for love), and of and in, but clear differences are also evident: love is followed 
by with, to and from; anger by against and at. The use of love as a term of address is 
further evidenced by please, thank, yeah, and thanks in n+1. 
 
In the n+1 position, only one collocate is equal in rank for both anger and love: and (1 and 
1). 8 shared collocates are higher in rank with anger: i (2 and 7), is (3 and 4), that (4 and 
11), or (5 and 20), but (6 and 13), so (7 and 18), the (9 and 17), in (13 and 16). 3 collocates 
are higher in rank with love: of (12 and 3), it (14 and 9), you (16 and 14). 11 collocates are 
not shared. Occurring only with anger: against (8), at (10), which (11), has (15), out (17), 
we (18), come (19), me (20), within (21), management (22), comes (23). Occurring only 
with love: with (2), please (5), thank (6), to (8), from (10), for (12), affair (15), yeah (19), 
thanks (21), if (22), your (23). 
 
3.3 lend and borrow 
 
We have so far considered two pairs of antonymous adjectives, one pair 
morphologically unrelated (sad and happy) and one pair related (likely and unlikely). 
Then we looked at a pair of nouns from the “emotion” lexical set, which we termed 
taxonomic sisters (anger and love).  
 
Pursuing the goal of looking at different word classes, we now look at lend and 
borrow. This pair of verbs, with reciprocal semantics in terms of participant roles (the 
lender lends to the borrower, the borrower borrows from the lender) was suggested to 
me by Professors Halliday and Hasan. Hasan (1985) had analysed these verbs as 
identical in all attribute features (material, action, disposal, non-iterative, reciprocal, 
economic, time-bound, temporary, cyclical, meta-goods, beneficile) except 
“deprivation” and “inherent” for lend and “acquisition” and “potential”  for borrow. 
 
In an additional variation to the previous analyses, I used all the forms of the verbs 
(i.e. lend, lends, lending, lent; borrow, borrows, borrowing, borrowed). In the 
Cobuild software, lend@ represents all the forms of lend, and borrow@ all the forms 
of borrow. No member of the two sets of forms is used extensively in non-verb word 
classes (11 for Lent as a proper noun; 29 for lending as a verbal noun; 17 for 
borrowing as a verbal noun). The two verbs occur with a roughly comparable 
frequency in the corpus: 606 and 768 occurrences. 
 
Figure 13: collocational “picture” of lend@: 606 matching lines 
 
the        we         to         NODE       you        to         the 
you        you        t          NODE       to         the      money 
and        can        can        NODE       me         a          to 
be         i          you        NODE       it         that       you 
we         and        and        NODE       itself     money      and 
that       able       the        NODE       us         you        a 
i          if         could      NODE       him        er         so 
to         going      ll         NODE       money      and    hundred 
if         want       only       NODE       the        on         it 
t          of         our        NODE       and        in         s 
it         that       i          NODE       her        these      i 
they       to         he         NODE       more       ninety  pounds 
a          in         they       NODE       er         at         is 
so         they       s          NODE       on         so      people 
erm        doesn      re         NODE       out        it         per 
re         have       a          NODE       them       this       of 
er         don        will       NODE       policy     for        we 
is         banks      ve         NODE       at         we       right 
yeah       the        not        NODE       a          some  thousand 
s          it         we         NODE       in         i          on 
much       money      would      NODE       that       ten       this 
what       like       she        NODE       meeting    out        who 
in         bank       er         NODE       for        there      or 
 
Figure 14: collocational “picture” of borrow@: 768 matching lines 
 
you        you        to         NODE       a          the        and 
i          i          i          NODE       it         and        you 
the        want       can        NODE       money      money thousand 
if         can        you        NODE       the        from       the 
we         have       and        NODE       from       five       of 
and        and        t          NODE       thirty     to         i 
that       wanted     we         NODE       some       off        a 
t          they       re         NODE       and        you        s 
to         had        ve         NODE       that       for     pounds 
they       looking    just       NODE       at         a          off 
can        if         could      NODE       your       of         it 
be         able       they       NODE       more       thousand  from 
people     he         s          NODE       er         much       to 
a          that       be         NODE       one        er         so 
d          like       of         NODE       this       s         that 
er         need       have       NODE       twenty     hundred    or 
who        used       he         NODE       them       so        well 
s          we         are        NODE       you        erm      money 
ve         she        or         NODE       for        it         per 
mm         er         for        NODE       off        well       is 
for        to         d          NODE       in         i         they 
much       it         er         NODE       me         then       but 
he         people     the        NODE       my         if       banks 
 
The left-hand profile of both verbs reflect English grammar. Subject pronouns, which 
were also seen in the left-profile of sad/happy and likely/unlikely (but largely replaced 
by possessive pronouns for the nouns anger/love) are even more prominent here: you, 
we, I, they and to a lesser extent he and she. Auxiliary verbs (be, have, do), modals 
(can/could, will/would), and lexicalized modals (want/need) are also prominent. 
Semantic reciprocality is suggested by bank/banks with lend, and people with borrow 
(mirrored in the right-hand profile, where people occurs with lend, and banks with 
borrow). 
 
Both right-hand profiles show money as a prominent collocate, as well as cardinal 
numbers (more with borrow than lend), other quantifiers (more, some, much) and 
pounds. The semantic reciprocality is again evident in to after lend and from after 
borrow. One phrase is evident: lend itself (to). 
 
Figure 15: collocates of lend@ and borrow@ in position n-1 
 
RANK lend@ collocates  
in position n-1 
RANK borrow@ collocates  
in position n-1 
1 to 1 to 
2 t 2 i 
3 can 3 can 
4 you 4 you 
5 and 5 and 
6 the 6 t 
7 could 7 we 
8 ll 8 re 
9 only 9 ve 
10 our 10 just 
11 i 11 could 
12 he 12 they 
13 they 13 s 
14 s 14 be 
15 re 15 of 
16 a 16 have 
17 will 17 he 
18 ve 18 are 
19 not 19 or 
20 we 20 for 
21 would 21 d 
22 she 22 er 
23 er 23 the 
 
In the n-1 position, 4 collocates are equal in rank: to (1 and 1), can (3 and 3), you (4 
and 4), and (5 and 5); 4 are higher in rank with lend: t (2 and 6), the (6 and 23), could 
(7 and 11), he (12 and 17); and 7 are higher in rank with borrow: i (11 and 2), they (13 
and 12), s (14 and 13), re (15 and 8), ve (18 and 9), we (20 and 7), er (23 and 22). 8 
collocates are not shared. Occurring only with lend: ll (8), only (9), our (10), a (16), 
will (17), not (19), would (21), she (22); and only with borrow: just (10), be (14), of 
(15), have (16), are (18), or (19), for (20), d (21). 
 
Figure 16: collocates of lend@ and borrow@ in position n+1 
 
RANK lend@ collocates  RANK borrow@ collocates  
in position n+1 in position n+1 
1 you 1 a 
2 to 2 it 
3 me 3 money 
4 it 4 the 
5 itself 5 from 
6 us 6 thirty 
7 him 7 some 
8 money 8 and 
9 the 9 that 
10 and 10 at 
11 her 11 your 
12 more 12 more 
13 er 13 er 
14 on 14 one 
15 out 15 this 
16 them 16 twenty 
17 policy 17 them 
18 at 18 you 
19 a 19 for 
20 in 20 off 
21 that 21 in 
22 meeting 22 me 
23 for 23 my 
 
In the n+1 position, 2 collocates are equal in rank: more (12 and 12), er (13 and 13). 
4 collocates are higher in rank with lend: you (1 and 18), me (3 and 22), them (16 and 
17), in (20 and 21); 8 are higher in rank with borrow: it (4 and 2), money (8 and 3), 
the (9 and 4), and (10 and 8), at (18 and 10), a (19 and 1), that (21 and 9), for (23 and 
19). 9 collocates are not shared. Occurring only with lend: to (2), itself (5), us (6), him 
(7), her (11), on (14), out (15), policy (17), meeting (22); occurring only with borrow: 
from (5), thirty (6), some (7), your (11), one (14), this (15), twenty (16), off (20), my 
(23). 
 
3.4 Randomly selected words 
 
The intention was also to study some words that do not have any intuitively 
perceptible semantic relations, for example words that have a similar frequency in the 
corpus, to check whether they too can have similar collocational profiles or not. 
However, time has not permitted much attention to this aspect of the research, so it 
will be reported on in a future paper. 
 
4. Analytical procedures and results formats 
 
During the progress of the manual analyses reported so far, various amendments and 
extensions to the procedures, and to the manner of presentation of the results, 
suggested themselves. A few examples are therefore provided here. 
 
4.1 More detailed analyses of left-hand and right-hand collocational profiles 
 The detailed analyses of items in positions n-1 and n+1 can of course be extended to 
n-3 to n+3 (see Figures 17 and 18). However, this becomes unwieldy for manual 
analysis, and was not pursued. 
 
Figure 17: column-by-column comparison of left-hand profile of likely and unlikely 
 
n-3 n-2 n-1 
 likely  unlikely  likely  unlikely  likely  unlikely 
1 it 1 it 1 s 1 it 1 more 1 s 
2 you 2 that 2 re 2 s 2 s 2 very 
3 that 3 but 3 it 3 is 3 are 3 is 
4 they 4 s 4 are 4 that 4 is 4 highly 
5 the 5 think 5 is 5 in 5 re 5 re 
6 s 6 is 6 you 6 you 6 very 6 the 
7 is 7 you 7 that 7 was 7 most 7 most 
8 think 8 so 8 be 8 we 8 less 8 was 
9 i 9 er 9 the 9 think 9 not 9 be 
10 and 10 to 10 much 10 the 10 quite 10 an 
11 would 11 the 11 they 11 these 11 be 11 extremely 
12 of 12 all 12 more 12 are 12 the 12 really 
13 erm 13 they 13 we 13 very 13 was 13 not 
14 are 14 a 14 there 14 i 14 than 14 so 
15 people 15 t 15 and 15 me 15 you 15 more 
16 re 16 i 16 what 16 matter 16 it 16 how 
17 what 17 which 17 who 17 seems 17 how 17 seems 
18 to 18 mean 18 would 18 d 18 as 18 probably 
19 which 19 cent 19 was 19 re 19 that 19 looks 
20 d 20 erm 20 have 20 er 20 highly 20 of 
21 be 21 be 21 not 21 no 21 been 21 it 
22 who 22 and 22 which 22 be 22 were 22 are 
23 or 23 at 23 this 23 to 23 t 23 some 
 
Figure 18: column-by-column comparison of right-hand profile of likely and unlikely 
 
n+1 n+2 n+3 
 likely  unlikely  likely  unlikely  likely  unlikely 
1 to 1 to 1 be 1 be 1 a 1 would 
2 that 2 that 2 get 2 there 2 the 2 that 
3 you 3 event 3 have 3 we 3 to 3 ll 
4 it 4 but 4 the 4 the 4 in 4 the 
5 i 5 you 5 to 5 they 5 that 5 of 
6 they 6 they 6 go 6 i 6 er 6 you 
7 the 7 for 7 happen 7 get 7 it 7 a 
8 on 8 the 8 do 8 happen 8 and 8 re 
9 is 9 he 9 come 9 of 9 you 9 it 
10 be 10 unless 10 you 10 you 10 up 10 s 
11 as 11 accidents 11 it 11 do 11 erm 11 but 
12 for 12 and 12 take 12 yeah 12 more 12 there 
13 do 13 with 13 is 13 it 13 be 13 be 
14 would 14 in 14 i 14 that 14 them 14 to 
15 than 15 is 15 that 15 d 15 i 15 and 
16 then 16 what 16 use 16 re 16 on 16 have 
17 erm 17 people 17 see 17 s 17 an 17 for 
18 er 18 if 18 and 18 t 18 will 18 will 
19 yeah 19 a 19 are 19 so 19 of 19 i 
20 not 20 we 20 they 20 would 20 is 20 going 
21 but 21 well 21 say 21 go 21 s 21 get 
22 get 22 i 22 of 22 any 22 some 22 any 
23 yes 23 there 23 we 23 big 23 would 23 industrial 
 
4.2 Summarizing collocational profiles (1): sad and happy 
 
Figure 19 shows a more user-friendly format for summarizing the collocational 
profile of sad and happy for position n+1. As the primary aim is to identify lexical 
sets, collocate rank similarities are registered first, with collocate rank differences 
suggesting the first stage of differentiation within the set, and mutually exclusive 
collocates perhaps acting as discriminators between members of a set. 
 
Figure 19: comparison of collocates of sad and happy in position n+1 
 
 sad collocates  
in position n+1 
happy collocates 
in position n+1 














































4.3 Summarizing collocational profiles (2): sad and happy 
 
Figure 20 represents the beginning of a more comprehensive attempt at describing the 
collocational profiles of sad and happy for all positions (n-3 to n+3). 
 
Figure 20: comparison of collocational profiles of sad and happy 
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1. General left profile 
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4.4 Summarizing collocational profiles (3): sad and happy 
 
It may also be that instead of comparing ranks, just counting the number of 
appearances of the same collocates in the left-hand and right-hand profiles 
of two items may be a guide to their collocational similarity. 
 




Left profile Right profile 
sad happy sad happy 
 
3 
a, and, be, is, 
it, really, s, 
that, was, you 
 
and, are, m, re, 
s, t, was, you 
and, but, i, in, 
it, that, to, 
yeah, you 
and, but, i, 
that, to, you 
 
2 
feel, i, just, of, 
re, the, they, 
very, which, 
yeah 
a, be, been, d, 
he, I, not, she, 
so, they, to, 
wasn, we, 
were, would 
a, because, er, 
erm, for, is, s, 
t, the, we 
a, er, in, it, 





bit, but, er, he, 
how, isn, m, 
mm, not, oh, 
quite, rather, 
sad, so, t, 
terribly, think, 
well, what        





that, too, ve, 
very, wash 
about, cos, 
day, he, if, isn, 
know, mean, 
mm, of, really, 





about, all, as, 
at, be, because, 
birthday, do, 
doing, fear, 
for, go, he, if, 
know, life, 
new, now, of, 
oh, or, there, 
this, was, way, 
we, what, year, 
your 
 4.5 From pairs towards sets: sad, happy, and unhappy 
 
Direct comparison by manual methods is obviously easier with pairs than with larger 
groups of items. However, in order to explore the possible investigative procedures a bit 
further, I looked at the collocational `picture’ for unhappy, to see how it matched the 
outputs for sad and happy. From an intuitive perspective, the profile of unhappy should 
resemble sad more than happy.  
 
Figure 22: collocational picture of unhappy: 205 matching lines   
 
i          or         very       NODE       about      it         and 
happy      was        mostly     NODE       with       i          that 
and        i          so         NODE       and        the        i 
they       a          an         NODE       at         that       think 
s          m          really     NODE       or         mm         er 
was        are        re         NODE       as         is         to 
a          you        be         NODE       but        you        of 
if         were       bit        NODE       in         well       it 
who        be         not        NODE       when       and        at 
were       they       quite      NODE       she        a          s 
of         s          being      NODE       if         er         way 
he         re         m          NODE       childhood  no         happy 
she        and        are        NODE       you        of         mm 
d          very       were       NODE       they       in         be 
erm        me         was        NODE       little     but        the 
to         er         and        NODE       i          mostly     what 
in         not        feel       NODE       relationsh there      they 
it         to         little     NODE       there      he         for 
you        of         or         NODE       because    oh         but 
or         it         been       NODE       then       with       we 
t          is         as         NODE       being      all        so 
would      this       t          NODE       ending     as         which 
mostly     who        desperatel NODE       residents  they       my 
 
Unhappy is the least frequent of the three words (205 occurrences compared to 851 
for sad and 2973 for happy). For the time being, let us just examine the same general 
features for unhappy as were noticed for sad and happy. Superficially, unhappy seems 
to share it with sad; and not with happy. This can be shown in a more general table. 
 
Figure 23: left-hand profile of sad, happy and unhappy 
 
 sad happy unhappy 




 in n-3, 
2
nd
 in n-2, 
14
th
 in n-1 
14
th
 in n-3 18
th
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th
 in n-2 




 in n-1 10
th
 in n-2, 
6
th
 in n-1 
17
th
 in n-2, 
9
th
 in n-1 
 
However, the concordances show that the use of it with unhappy is not as an 
impersonal subject followed by a that-clause or a to-infinitive (as with sad) but  
as an ordinary pronoun with anaphoric reference (as with happy): it (= the book) had 
an unhappy ending … it (= my time at home) was unhappy because of my parents' 
marriage problems. 
 Let us now look at the collocates in the n-1 position for sad, happy, and unhappy. 
 
Figure 24: collocates of sad, happy and unhappy in position n-1 
 
RANK sad collocates  
in position n-1 
RANK happy collocates  
in position n-1 
RANK unhappy collocates  
in position n-1 
1 very 1 quite 1 very        
2 s 2 very 2 mostly      
3 so 3 be 3 so          
4 a 4 re 4 an          
5 really 5 a 5 really      
6 the 6 not 6 re          
7 is 7 you 7 be      
8 bit 8 m 8 bit         
9 was 9 was 9 not         
10 rather 10 t 10 quite       
11 how 11 s 11 being       
12 quite 12 really 12 m           
13 be 13 were 13 are         
14 it 14 are 14 were        
15 and 15 and 15 was         
16 you 16 so 16 and         
17 feel 17 too 17 feel        
18 terribly 18 feel 18 little      
19 re 19 little 19 or          
20 of 20 been 20 been        
21 that 21 mostly 21 as          
22 not 22 perfectly 22 t           
23 just 23 as 23 desperately 
 
The features noticed earlier for sad and happy are investigated for unhappy as well. 
Unhappy has collocates very and feel at similar ranks to sad and happy; the ranks of 
quite and really are similar to sad; rather, terribly and perfectly are absent with 
unhappy, but mostly is much more prominent. 
 
Figure 25: comparison of collocates of sad, happy and unhappy in position n-1 
 
Collocate sad happy unhappy 
n-1 position collocate rank 
very 1 2 1 
quite 12 1 10 
really 5 12 5 
rather 10 --- --- 
terribly 18 --- --- 
mostly --- 21 2 
perfectly --- 22 --- 
was 9 9 15 
feel 17 18 17 
be 13 3 7 
 
Now let us look at collocates in position n+1 for sad, happy, and unhappy. 
 
Figure 26: collocates of sad, happy and unhappy in position n+1 
 
RANK sad collocates  
in position n+1 
RANK happy collocates  
in position n+1 
RANK unhappy collocates  
in position n+1 
1 that        1 with        1 about       
2 and         2 to          2 with        
3 to          3 about       3 and         
4 but         4 and         4 at          
5 really      5 for         5 or          
6 thing       6 birthday    6 as          
7 isn         7 at          7 but         
8 because     8 new         8 in          
9 about       9 that        9 when        
10 i           10 in          10 she         
11 for         11 i           11 if          
12 story       12 but         12 childhood   
13 you         13 there       13 you         
14 in          14 if          14 they        
15 it          15 as          15 little      
16 when        16 or          16 i           
17 day         17 you         17 relationship 
18 if          18 doing       18 there       
19 yeah        19 fear        19 because     
20 though      20 because     20 then        
21 erm         21 now         21 being       
22 cos         22 life        22 ending      
23 what        23 they        23 residents   
 
There may be simpler ways of presenting the comparative information for the items in 
the set (see Figure 27). 
 
Figure 27: comparing collocates in n+1 position for sad, happy, and unhappy 
 
Collocate sad happy unhappy 
n+1 position collocate rank 
that 1 9 --- 
and 2 4 3 
to 3 2 --- 
but 4 12 7 
really 5 --- --- 
thing 6 --- --- 
isn 7 --- --- 
because 8 20 19 
about 9 3 1 
i 10 11 16 
for 11 5 --- 
story 12 --- --- 
you 13 17 13 
in 14 10 8 
it 15 --- --- 
when 16 --- 9 
day 17 --- --- 
if 18 14 11 
yeah        19 --- --- 
though      20 --- --- 
erm         21 --- --- 
cos         22 --- --- 
what        23 --- --- 
with --- 1 2 
birthday --- 6 --- 
at --- 7 4 
new --- 8 --- 
there --- 13 18 
as --- 15 6 
or --- 16 5 
doing --- 18 --- 
fear --- 19 --- 
now --- 21 --- 
life --- 22 --- 
they --- 23 14 
she --- --- 10 
childhood --- --- 12 
little --- --- 15 
relationship   17 
then --- --- 20 
being --- --- 21 
ending --- --- 22 
residents --- --- 23 
 
Counting the number of appearances of the same collocates in the left-hand and right-
hand profiles, as suggested in section 4.4, shows that sad and happy are more similar 
to each other than to unhappy. 
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 5. Review and Conclusions 
 
Section 1 summarized the previous paper (2000) outlining my current research path, 
including the preliminary manual analysis of the collocational profiles of sad and 
happy. These adjectives had been selected by intuition as belonging to a lexical set 
(which we can perhaps classify as “emotion adjectives”) by virtue of being semantic 
near-opposites. Although the Cobuild software provides information for a wider span 
of collocation (n-6 to n+6), only the limited span of n-1 and n+1 were examined in 
greater detail by manual analysis. Again, although Cobuild software also provides 
statistical measures for significance of collocation (T-score and MI-score), only the 
collocation tables ordered by raw frequency were subjected to manual analysis. In 
partial mitigation of the inadequacy of using raw frequencies, only rank rather than 
actual frequencies were considered. 
 
Section 2 served to link the previous paper with the current one, restating the research 
goals and methods and manual procedures, and postponing the automation of 
procedures for subsequent research. 
 
Section 3 continued and extended the manual analyses. The choice of two further 
pairs of words for analysis were inspired by colleagues at the Debrecen conference: 
likely and unlikely by Péter Pelyvás, and anger and love by Zoltán Kövecses. Halliday 
and Hasan had previously suggested another pair: lend and borrow. Each pair 
introduced new variables: whereas sad and happy have different roots, likely and 
unlikely are morphologically related; anger and love, although belonging to the same 
semantic domain as sad and happy (the vocabulary of “emotion”), they represented a 
change of word-class: nouns instead of adjectives. The final pair, lend and borrow,  
tackled another word-class, verbs. One additional variation was introduced here: all 
the verb forms (non-finite, -s, -ing and –ed/-en) were considered together in one 
collocational profile, rather than individually. 
 
Section 4 looked at other methods of analysis (other than frequency-ordered, rank-
based, column by column, limited-span analysis ) and other ways of presenting the 
analytical results. In particular, ways of summarizing collocational information were 
investigated. As the focus of the research is on identifying lexical sets, collocational 
similarities took priority over differences. Using the number of appearances by items 
in the left-profile and right-profile of collocation tables (instead of rank, and instead 
of the column-by-column analysis) was also considered. Finally, as most lexical sets 
will obviously consist of more than two items, unhappy was analysed in comparison 
to sad and happy. 
 
Let us briefly compare the analyses of the different pairs. 
 
 No of shared 
collocates (n-1) 
No of shared 
collocates (n+1) 
TOTAL 
(out of 46) 
% 
sad and happy 13 11 24 52.17% 
likely and unlikely 14 9 23 50.00% 
anger and love (nouns) 9 12 21 45.65% 
lend@ and borrow@ 15 14 29 63.04% 
 
This suggests than lend@ and borrow@ have more similar collocational profiles than 
any of the other pairs (but this may also be a result of the conflation of the verb forms; 
the individual forms may not be so similar). 
 
One additional caveat must be registered about the use of spoken data in these 
analyses. All the spoken data has been transcribed from audio sources. Therefore the 
accuracy of the analyses may be affected by the accuracy of the transcription. Many 
different transcribers were involved, and their individual decisions, especially in the 
registering of contracted forms, may be significant. In future research, it may be 
necessary to conflate contracted (e.g. I’ve) and non-contracted (e.g. I have) forms. 
This will especially affect my comments about the significant presence or absence of 
not earlier: some or all occurrences of t will represent occurrences of not (as 
suggested by occurrences of isn and wasn). 
 
Other suggestions for further manual research prior to automation include: using raw 
frequencies instead of rank, using t-score and MI-score statistics, using a wider span 
(n-6 to n+6). 
 
The comparison of  random items with intuitively selected items may also help to 
confirm the validity of the entire research path. The consultation of thesauri may yield 
larger sets for analysis. 
 
Until then, the hope is, as expressed in the previous paper (2000), that: 
(a) “Such research would continue the move of corpus linguistics away from 
cognitive or conceptual notions of the lexicon based on intuition, as evidenced in 
projects such as Wordnet (Fellbaum:1998), towards a more attestable and quantifiable 
position.” 
(b) “it is faintly possible that a new categorization of the lexicon based on corpus 
collocational profiles will emerge.” 
(c) “At the very least, this research may eventually be useful to programmers 




During the writing of this paper, I have also been engaged in editing Sinclair, J.M., 
Jones, S. and Daley R. (1970) with a view to its re-publication. Many of Sinclair’s 
seminal ideas on collocation are contained in that text, and it may be that I have   
unwittingly reflected some of them here. However, as I am happy to state my general 
indebtedness to Sinclair for his numerous and invaluable linguistic insights over many 
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